VALUE-AD LEAD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CASE STUDY
The Professional Provident Society (PPS) offers a comprehensive
suite of financial and healthcare products that are specifically
tailored to meet the needs of graduate professionals. It exists solely
for the benefit of its members who are the 'shareholders' and so the
better the sales revenues, the greater the returns to their
policyholders who share in the net operating income and investment
returns, in fact this year, they have given R2,6 billion to their
members.

The Challenge Facing PPS
PPS’ Member Relations Division (MRD) is responsible for managing and growing their
relationships with members through their agents who sell their products. MRD was set
up specifically to cultivate relationships with PPS Members who don’t have their own
brokers, the so-called “orphans”. These orphans are passed through to agents in the
form of leads which they need to follow up on. PPS’ success is therefore predicated
on the quality of the leads and the agents’ ability to translate them into profitable
members.
Value-Ad’s Leads Management solution helps organisations to route leads to the
correct sales people, monitor and manage their behaviour and test marketing
activities for effectiveness in converting quality leads. It is designed to improve the
quality of the leads, shorten the sales cycles and increase the conversion rate of leads
into sales.

The Solution
Value-Ad automated PPS’ leads process and these changes made it possible for PPS
to improve the process of acquiring and training agents. Using Value-Ad’s Leads
Management solution, they were also able to increase the quality and value of the
leads that they pass on to the agents.

Results
The pilot was started in July 2009 and was an immediate success. Value-Ad is now
managing the leads to 180 sales agents. PPS has been able to change their
recruitment strategy to improve on the quality of the agents that they employ. Within 6
months the PPS Agency exceeded their targets.

Fr ans Hattingh, MRD’s Divisional Manager says , “We w er e astounded at how
our num ber s im m ediately began clim bing as soon as w e im plem ented ValueAd’s Leads Managem ent system and w e quickly exceeded our tar gets”.
Additional Benefits
In the financial services industry, agent attrition is a problem and PPS has also used
Value-Ad’s Leads Management solution to reduce the churn. PPS has designed their
new sales force around leads management and actually use Value-Ad’s Leads
Management solution as a viable attraction tool for sales agents to join PPS.

Hattingh says, “We now have a far m or e effective and m otivated sales for ce
w ith one of the low est attr ition r ates in the industr y” .

Future benefits
An agent differs from a broker in that agents are employed PPS to sell PPS products,
whereas brokers can sell any services including those of competitors. Hattingh says
that PPS will be using Value-Ad’s leads management solution to entrench
relationships with brokers by providing better quality leads. Because PPS can now
understand the leads better, they will be able to route specific leads to the most
appropriate agents, and assist them to build their own portfolios and build solid
practises within a professional market. Agents will be able to specialise by the
industry in which they have the required relationships and insights. For example an
agent with an architectural background, who is no longer practising, will be able to
serve professionals in this industry better, because they understand these people and
their industry.
The benefits accrue to the members as well. If an agent leaves PPS for whatever
reason, the member could become an orphan again, but the Value-Ad Leads
Management solution will allocate another suitable agent who can pick up the
relationship and continue supporting the member in the management of his financial
profile.
At PPS Leads Management has proved to be an incredibly powerful tool for managing
leads and optimising the sales force and their members will be feeling the benefits of
this strategic approach to managing revenue.

